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Our mission is to improve the quality of the camping
experience through continuous innovation. 

Ed Gennissen, CEO
Driving Change Group

UCS Curtain Blind UCS Marquee

NEW! NEW!
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About Horrex
As part of the Driving Change 
group of companies, Horrex 
is a growing designer and 
manufacturer of products 
for the middle and high-end 
segments of the recreational 
vehicle (RV) market. The product 
range includes fl yscreen doors, 
blind and fl yscreen systems 
for windows, room dividers, RV 
doors, windows, skylights and 
other products.

Horrex is headquartered in 
The Netherlands and operates 
with a branch offi ce in the USA. 
We supply leading OEMs in 26 
countries, including the United 
Kingdom, Germany, France, 
Italy, Australia, Japan, Canada 
and the USA. 

All Horrex products are 
characterised by innovation, 
fl exibility and modularity. Thanks 
to these key aspects, integrated 
in their design, Horrex’s portfolio 
of products is modular and 
fl exible to meet all RV needs. 

Horrex can quickly customise 
products to any interior and 
design. These products can be 
supplied completely assembled 
as well as a fl at-pack kit, all 
according to the customers’ 
preferences.

Innovation Flexibility Modularity
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From the start in 1987, Horrex has introduced new concepts to the 
market and innovated existing systems. Horrex was the fi rst to 
launch a fl yscreen door for a recreational vehicle.

Over the years more innovations have followed:
- Pleated fl yscreen versions
- Stepless pull bar
- Black-out pleated blind
- Flyscreen door for camper vans
- Curved systems
- Black-out honeycomb fabric
- Fire retardant material
- Tailored products for individual customers and markets worldwide

In line with our group’s philosophy DRIVING CHANGE we aim to 
introduce new products every year!

Innovation

Years Experience Active in 26+ 
Countries

Customers

100+30+
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Window Blind Solutions

Thanks to its innovative design, the Horrex UCS 
is the most compact, quick to install window 
blind and fl yscreen system on the RV market. 
The attractive, yet practical design has a solid 
construction to ensure quiet and hassle-free 
use. This is particularly important when driving a 
motorhome. The modular system is available with 
various interfaces to fi t virtually any aluminium or 
rubber framed window in a recreational vehicle.

The shading fabric is available in single and double 
pleat honeycomb options, both made of black-out 
material. The high-quality fl yscreen mesh allows 
excellent airfl ow while keeping unwanted bugs 
out. Both the black-out fabric and the mesh are 
available in fi re retardant versions.

The standard UCS confi guration combines mesh 
at the top and fabric at the bottom, however it is 
possibly to apply only mesh or fabric. 

Unlimited Creative Solutions (UCS)

1
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UCS Options

Covers and caps are available in white 
(RAL9016), cream (RAL9001) and grey 
(RAL7047). We provide other colors on 
demand with a minimum order quantity.  
The covers and caps are clickable and 
therefore easy to replace for a change of 
colour or repairs.

A regular pleated blind has holes in the 
fabric for the guiding cords. To prevent 
light coming through, Horrex provides a 
100% black-out option consisting of cord 
guiders that are placed behind the fabric.

The closed-cell structure means that the 
black-out honeycomb fabric has excellent 
insulation properties for comfortable 
travel in both hot and cold climates The 
cords are guided through the fabric panel, 
thereby being invisible from either side. 
For a consistent appearence, fl yscreen 
mesh is also available in honeycomb. 

In order to reduce the accumulation of 
heat between a 100% black-out pleated 
or honeycomb blind and a window, 
Horrex’s UCS will be provided with 
perforated profi les to allow ventilation. 

Colour options

Black-out pleated fabric

Black-out honeycomb fabric

Ventilation
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Window Blind Confi gurator1

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4
Base Frame Blind Fabric Mesh Colour Options*

RAL9001

RAL9001

RAL9016

RAL7047

RAL9005 Single pleat

Single pleat
behind

Single pleat
through (silver)

Single pleatSingle pleat

HoneycombHoneycomb

Honeycomb

Optional

Optional
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Step 5 Step 6 Step 7
Shape Window type Corner Caps

O - Shape

U - Shape

With 
Corner Caps

With 
colour options

Without
Corner Caps

Rubber 
framed

* When choosing a colour fi nishing, the base frame will be black and 
include corner caps (step 7).

UCS

WALL

Aluminium 
framed

UCS

WALL

U
C
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A
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U
C

SW
A
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U

C
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A
LL

U
C
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A
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Resizeable

Curved 
Solutions

1

The curved UCS has been 
designed to fi t curved 
windows without taking 
away space from the 
living area. Every curved 
blind is executed with 
honeycomb black-out 
fabric and solid aluminium 
profi les tailored to the 
window radius. To create 
a matching appearance 
the fl yscreen is supplied in 
honeycomb mesh. 

The unique resizeable 
UCS means that from 
just 15 sizes you can truly 
resize for every window 
in any caravan, camper or 
motorhome. 

FRAME 

FRAME 

PVC

Aluminium 

FABRIC 

FABRIC 

Black-out 
pleated blind
with insect 
screen

Honeycomb 
black-out 
and mesh

SIZE 

SIZE 

Custom

Custom

Delivered in a 
ready to cut kit 
with instructions.
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R5000

Electric 
Solutions

With pleated insect 
mesh and screen the 
UCS R5000 window blind 
in combination with 
the R5000 windows is 
great for any campervan 
conversion. 

FRAME 

FRAME 

Aluminium
+PVC

Aluminium

FABRIC 

FABRIC 

Black-out 
pleated blind 
with insect 
screen

Honeycomb 
black-out  
and mesh

SIZE 

SIZE 

Standard 
8 sizes

Custom

Operated by a remote 
control. The fabric and 
mesh panels can be 
operated independently 
of each other. The 
system has a smooth 
and silent operation and 
soft-stop closing. The 
shades operate at 12V 
and are independent 
of the campsite power. 
This product can be 
customized with preset 
positions. 
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Curtains & Marquee

Marquee: this blind will help 
keep the sun out and create 
shadow while allowing 
maximum airfl ow into 
the RV.  It is easily opened 
and closed from within 
the vehicle. The blind is 
protected by the window, 
giving it a longer life than 
regular outside blinds. 

Curtain Blind: an integrated 
curtain rail and curtains 
are added to the UCS blind 
for one complete look. This 
compact design also features 
integrated LED lighting for extra 
atmosphere.

SIZE 
Custom

NEW!

The newest items in the UCS blind range are our Marquee and 
Curtain blinds.

Requiring less assembly - with just 1 system you can install a UCS 
and either a curtain (inside) or a marquee (outside). 
These new accessories complement the UCS line and combine 
well with our signature E-line fl yscreen door.
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DC Windows
R5000

DC Windows 
Straight

FRAME Size

Size

280 x 380
490 x 500
560 x 465
700 x 510

750 x 465
818 x 315
960 x 450
985 x 465

350 x 500
600 x 500
700 x 350
700 x 450
900 x 450
900 x 500
900 x 550

1,000 x 500
1,000 x 550
1,100 x 550
1,200 x 300
1,300 x 550
1,450 x 550
1,450 x 600

Thanks to the high-strength 
powder coated curved aluminium 
frames the DC fl ush acrylic 
windows are a must have for any 
campervan conversion. Double-
glazed and UV resistant tinted 
acrylic glass make these windows 
ideal for the vanlife summers.

High-end excellent quality 
scratch-resistent acrylic glass 
combined with an aluminium 
frame. Both windows feature 
multi-angle telescopic stays. 
Combine with our matching 
blinds to create a unifi ed 
look for your motorhome or 
caravan.

High-end excellent quality 
scratch-resistent acrylic glass 
combined with an aluminium 
frame. Both windows feature 
multi-angle telescopic stays. 
Combine with our matching 
blinds to create a unifi ed 
look for your motorhome or 
caravan.

*custom on request

Aluminium

FRAME 
Aluminium
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All Horrex fl yscreen doors are equipped with high-
quality pleated mesh to offer protection against 
insects while ensuring an excellent airfl ow. 

From the inside, the dark mesh provides 
an excellent view of the outside. The sliding 
mechanism is fully adjustable and silent in 
operation. 

The unique modular system means that the 
fl yscreen doors can suit a wide range of caravans 
and camper models. 

Horrex fl yscreen doors are available in 
aluminium and PVC versions.  

Flyscreen Doors2
CU
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The solid aluminium construction 
and high quality coating ensures long 
durability. The optional threshold 
accommodates cables and reduces dirt 
accumulation.

This quality PVC system can be 
matched up with the UCS window 
blind design for a coordinated interior. 
Additional features include full magnet 
closing, bottom guider to reduce dirt 
accumulation and quick installation.

Flyscreen Door - Aluminium

Flyscreen Door - E-Line

FRAME 
Aluminium

FEATURES
Optional threshold

FRAME 
PVC base
PVC covers
Alu covers

FEATURES
Match with UCS
Magnetic closure
Adjustable lock cover 
position
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Van Flyscreen Doors

Horrex developed a fl yscreen door for vans far in anticipation of
the growing market.

The lightweight aluminium fl yscreen door gives van owners the 
opportunity to enjoy fresh air and a wide open view of the great 
outdoors, without having to worry about mosquitoes and other 
annoying insects swarming the inside of the vehicle. 

The curved cassette and pullbar take up just a minimum of 
interior space. The screen has a smooth and silent operation. 

The fl yscreen door is available for a number of van types.

2
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Fiat Ducato  |  Peugot Boxer  | Citroën Jumper

Mercedes Sprinter  |  Volkswagen Crafter

Mercedes Sprinter and Volkswagen Crafter

Volkswagen T5/T6

FRAME 

FRAME 

FRAME 

Aluminium Pleated

Aluminium

Aluminium

Pleated

Pleated

PleatedAluminium

MESH

MESH

MESH

MESHFRAME FEATURES
Includes 
entry step

Available in Left and Right-hand drive. 

Available in Left and Right-hand drive.
For models from 2007 and older.

Available in Left and Right-hand drive.
For models from 2007 to 2017 (Crafter)
and 2018 (Sprinter).

Now separate models - both available in left and 
right-had drive. The Mercedes Sprinter model 
is available for models from 2019 onwards and 
Volkswagen Crafter for models from 2017. 
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Horrex also provides manually operated screens 
for the backside of recreational vehicles.

Fully adjustable screens are available for Fiat 
Ducato vans with hinged rear doors. We would 
welcome development requests for larger series 
of different bus camper makes and models.

For motorhomes and toy haulers (US market) 
we also provide fl yscreen solutions with optional 
shading for more privacy and to protect the 
interior against harmful UV-rays. Please get in 
touch for more details. 

Tailgate Flyscreens3
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Rear
Screens

Ramp
Screens

FRAME 

FRAME 

Aluminium
anthracite

PVC

MESH 

FABRIC 

Pleated

Pleated mesh
Pleated shade

SIZE 

SIZE 

Fiat 
Ducato
Peugeot Boxer 
Citroen Jumper

Custom

For the ever-growing 
campervan market, Horrex 
offers a series of tailgate 
fl yscreen solutions. The 
aluminium framed rear 
fl yscreen allows users 
to maximise airfl ow in 
their vehicle while being 
protected against insects.
(for models from 2007)

Our ramp fabric has been 
specifi cally designed to 
meet the needs of the 
American market where 
toy haulers are common. 
The ramp screen provides 
insect protection for the 
large rear openings while 
users can still enjoy a cool 
breeze. The top-down ramp 
screen is fully adjustable by 
hand and can be equipped 
with an optional sun shade 
for more thermal comfort 
and privacy.
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Thanks to the innovative design the room dividers 
are user-friendly and quick to mount or dismount. 

In addition, they are light for their size and span. 
With the help of specially designed runners, the 
curtain stack is reduced to a minimum and takes 
up only a small amount of space when stored. As 
with all Horrex products, the room divider is highly 
modular and modifi able on demand. The track can 
be pre-bent, according to your specifi cations. The 
room dividers are available in two options, a basic 
and a more luxurious XS version.

Room Dividers4
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Alu 
U-shape

The Horrex TV blind is a small divider 
that offers a solution to those who want 
to concentrate on a book or enjoy their 
night’s rest.  The top-down pleated blind 
can be easily tailored to your needs with 
regard to dimensions and installation.

Pleated room divider for installation in 
caravans or motorhomes. Available in 
two colours, with a top guiding track and 
when open is fi xed to the wall with the 
help of a magnet plate. 

The XS version has an extra feature, 
the click closure. This version also has 
a cassette profi le on the wall side for 
easier fi xing. 

Room Divider  |  Basic version

Room Divider  |  XS Version

TV Blinds

FRAME 

FRAME 

FRAME 

PVC 

Alu 

FABRIC

FABRIC

FABRIC

FEATURE

FEATURE

Pleated

Pleated

Pleated

Strap closure

Click closure
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5 Other RV
Products

SIZE 

VOL

INPUT
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Refrigerators

Doors

Small Large

SIZE 

VOL

INPUT

380x530x490 475x630x545

Fridge 40 L Fridge 70 L
Freezer 6L Freezer 8L

120/240V
AC12/24V DC

120/240V
AC12/24V DC

Horrex offers compressor 
refrigerators that are perfectly 
tailored for the amount of space 
available in your motorhome or 
caravan. With silent operation, 
minimalistic design and great 
cooling performance, Horrex 
refrigerators are ideal for 
keeping food and beverages 
fresh. INSIDE

RV entrance doors from 
our partner Konrad Baur 
are characterized by their 
outstanding quality, durability 
and easy assembly. The door 
comes with a GRP or an 
aluminum outside fi nishing, 
a chrome interior handle, a 
FAWO 2-point lock system as 
well as a fl yscreen. There are 
several optional features like 
a central locking system, gas 
spring, trash bin and a window 
and blind. Furthermore, the 
exterior door can be tailored to 
your required dimensions.
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Skylights

FRAME 
ASA

ROOF
Thickness 
25-60 mm

500x700

Add more light and ventilation 
to your RV with our skylights. 
The easy-operationg gas struts 
allow you to open the skylight up 
to 80 degrees. The skylights are 
equipped with a pleated blind and 
fl yscreen and also offer optional 12V 
DC LED interior lights. 

SIZE

FRAME 
ASA

ROOF
Thickness 
25-60 mm

400x400

SIZE

Also available in a smaller size with 
a choice of either transparent grey 
or black aerodynamically shaped 
domes.
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NEW!

Clike Traveller

The Clike Traveller has 
a powerful MPF motor, 
automatic gears and a 
parallelogram saddle 
suspension ensuring a 
comfortable ride. 

Clike iRider

The new Clike iRider - a 
compact e-bike with 
a travel radius of up to 
35km. Featuring a Zehus 
backwheel motor and 
regenerative brakes, 
the compact e-bike has 
a range of up to 50km 
and is great for urban 
adventures. 

6 Clike Bikes
Meet the Clike Bikes, our sister company within 
the Driving Change Group.  These new e-bikes are 
compact, comfortable and customizable. With a 
sturdy aluminium frame and a unique profi le for 
clickable accessories.
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InnoSlide7
Interior space innovation
InnoSlide is another sister company within the Driving Change 
Group - we have developed a new slide-out system that provides 
more living space in your recreational vehicle.  For small-sized 
vehicles, you can have the luxury of a bigger model without the 
extra weight. The slide-out is watertight and lightweight. It has 
a stylish design with radial corners and closes fl ush against the 
motor home, caravan, or campervan wall.

As the slide-out designer and manufacturer, we provide on-site 
support during tests/implementation and can customize the 
system. 

INNOVATIVE CARAVAN,  CAMPERVAN AND MOTORHOME 
SLIDE-OUTS
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Campervan
The InnoSlide was fi rst 
designed to create 
more space in caravans 
or motorhomes and is 
now also available for 
campervans.
We offer a slide-out that 
fi ts the Fiat Ducato, 
Peugeot Boxer, Citroën 
Jumper, Mercedes 
Sprinter and VW Crafter. 
Mercedes Sprinter 
and VW Crafter models up to 2017. More models are in 
development. The slide-out provides endless opportunities to 
design new internal layout options. 

Slideout for Caravans & Motorhomes

The InnoSlide is designed to create more living space in a 
motorhome or caravan. The system is self-supporting and 
does not require reinforcement of the vehicle chassis or extra 
connection to the chassis for installing.
The Slide-out is operated by 4 computer controlled motors, 
the computer constantly checks if the motors are in line and 
corrects or stops the motors if they are obstructed. 



GET IN TOUCH
Taanderijstraat 19
3133 ET, Vlaardingen
The Netherlands
Phone: +31 (0) 10 261 9600

Email: sales@horrex.nl
www.horrex.nl
www.drivingchangeint.com
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Horrex is part of the
Driving Change Group of companies


